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The Planned Fall 2022 “Epidemics Tyranny”

By Peter Koenig, August 18, 2022

The German Government is preparing for a Military Regime for all eventualities. German
leaders  fear  uprisings  and  they  are  arming  the  Bundeswehr  for  domestic  operations.
Germany  has  Europe’s  largest  Urban  Warfare  Training  Center  in  „Schnöggersburg“  in
Saxony-Anhalt, near Hamburg. It has been under construction since 2012 and was finished –
training-ready – by 2020.

China’s  Insight  Into  the  “Kabul  Moment”.  “U.S.  Invading  Countries  and  Spreading
Democracy”

By Andrew Korybko, August 18, 2022

The takeaway from China’s insight into the “Kabul moment” is that the US is seeking to
impose  the  same  failed  hegemonic  model  onto  the  Asia-Pacific  as  it  earlier  attempted  to
impose in  Eurasia.  Rhetoric  about  “democracy”,  “human rights”,  and the  “rules-based
order” is nothing but a smokescreen for disguising its unipolar agenda that’s being pushed
at everyone else’s expense and aims to destabilize their region.

US to Curb China’s Semiconductor Technology Development

By Ahmed Adel, August 18, 2022

The US has imposed new export restrictions affecting China’s semiconductor industry. The
new ban includes export restrictions of Equipment Data Acquisition (EDA) and diamond –
used for semiconductor substrates instead of silicon and is the latest generation chip.
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Bill Gates’ Sinister Plan to Force You to Eat “Fake Meat”

By The Expose, August 18, 2022

Bill Gates owns more farmland in the U.S. than any other private farmer, having purchased
a total of 242,000 acres. Is the purchase of this land all part of his plan to force you to eat
lab-grown synthetic meat?

Lab Rat Offspring Got Rib Malformations After COVID Vaccination: Moderna Trial Documents

By Enrico Trigoso, August 18, 2022

Moderna documents regarding their COVID vaccine trial on animals, obtained via a Freedom
of Information Act request by Judicial Watch, showed that some of the offspring of rats that
were injected with Moderna’s mRNA shot developed rib malformations.

 

Spain: Law Allows Geoengineering Experiments

By Free West Media, August 18, 2022

Chemtrails are considered to be one of the most reviled conspiratorial theories of recent
decades. Anyone who addresses this topic is immediately pushed into the corner of the
really insane conspiracy theorists.

Why Is Amnesty Apologising for Telling the Truth About Ukrainian War Crimes?

By Jonathan Cook, August 18, 2022

Should a human rights organisation apologise for publishing important evidence of war
crimes and human rights abuses? If it does apologise, what does that suggest about its
commitment to dispassionately uncovering the truth about the actions of both parties to
war? And equally, what message does it send to those who claim to be “distressed” by the
publication of such evidence?

The Maybe Mob and the Rushdie Attack

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, August 18, 2022
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He has survived death threats and attempts on his life since February 1989.  But Salman
Rushdie’s luck just about ran out at the Chautauqua Institution, southwest of Buffalo in New
York State.  On August 12, at a venue historically celebrated for bringing education to all,
the writer was stabbed incessantly by a fanatic who felt little sense of guilt or remorse.

Syria Suffers Under US Military Occupation

By Steven Sahiounie, August 18, 2022

On August 15, an illegal US military base in Syria came under a drone attack.  The base is
located at Al-Tanf in southern Syria on the Damascus-Baghdad highway. A number of drones
were used in the attack, and while some hit their mark, others were thwarted and no
casualties were reported.

Assata Shakur, Black Liberation Struggles and the Cuban Revolution

By Abayomi Azikiwe, August 18, 2022

As far back in history as the period of enslavement of African people in North America,
resistance  and  rebellion  has  been  met  with  retaliatory  repression  from  the  ruling
interests.  Freedom  fighters  such  as  Gabriel  Prosser,  Denmark  Vessey,  Nat  Turner,  Harriet
Tubman,  Sojourner Truth,  among many others named and unknown, have been either
brutally executed or left with no alternative other than to seek flight from oppression.

Unspoken History: Early Fighting in World War I. France’s “Continental War Plan” Titled Plan
XVII

By Shane Quinn, August 18, 2022

Germany, and its formidable armed forces, had for decades been recognised by a large part
of the French elite as their country’s principal foe. This was especially the case from 1871,
when early that year German-led troops defeated the French Army in the Franco-Prussian
War, a conflict which lasted for 6 months.
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